1...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT LOT 2 082910
Officer assisted a female crying in the area at 1:25 AM. Officer provided an escort off campus.

2...FIELD INTERVIEW PACIFIC HOUSE 082910
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and warned for trespassing.

3...VANDALISM TOWNHOUSE C 082910
Victim reported someone kicked the door in to their residence. Officer responded and initiated a report.

4...FIELD INTERVIEW LOT 15 083010
Officer conducted a checkout on two subjects. Both subjects interviewed and warned for trespassing.

5...AIDED STOCKTON PD OFF CAMPUS 083010
Officers assisted SPD on an interrupted burglary call at Commerce and Euclid.

6...AIDES STOCKTON PD CALAVERAS LEVEE 083010
SPD aired a call regarding an elderly female in a wheelchair trying to attempt suicide on the levee near Pacific. Officers located the subject and SPD responded to assist.

7...THEFT WEMYSS HOUSE 083010
Victim reported her bicycle stolen. Officers responded and initiated a report.

8...NARCOTICS MAIN LIBRARY 083010
Officer responded to a report of two subjects smoking marijuana in the area. Both subjects were cited.

9...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT OFF CAMPUS 083010
Denny’s management called to report the possible Pacific students walking out on their bill at Denny’s. Officer followed up on the matter and it was determined they were not Pacific students.
10...FIELD CHECKOUT          MANCHESTER AVE          083010
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject seen walking from the levee. Subject was interviewed and warned for trespassing.

11...CASUALTY               GRACE COVELL           083010
Officers and medics responded to a report of an unconscious female. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

12...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   CARTER HOUSE           083010
Staff requested officers respond to book confiscated a baton and nunchucks. Officer initiated a report and weapons booked for safe keeping.

13...NOISE COMPLAINT       PACIFIC HOUSE          083110
Officer responded to a report of loud music from the residence. Officer responded and advised of complaint.

14...FIRE ALARM            HEALTH SCIENCES        083110
Officer reported a fire alarm. SFD was dispatched and cancelled after officers cleared the building and reported no signs of fire. Alarm tech advised.

15...ANNOYING CALLS        EISELEN HOUSE          083110
Victim reported receiving annoying calls. Officer responded and initiated a report.

16...CASUALTY              TOWNHOUSE A            083110
Caller reported her roommate is having a side affects from medication taken earlier in the day. Caller reported she will transport her roommate to a local hospital and call back if any assistance from DPS needed.

17...CASUALTY              HEALTH SCIENCES        090110
Officer advised that a female subject fell and refused medical. Officer initiated a report.

18...THEFT                 BUCK MEMORIAL           090110
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

19...AIDED STOCKTON PD     ALPINE AVE              090110
Officer assisted SPD on a possible burglary at S-Mart. Suspect was trying to steal working equipment from a work truck and when the victim confronted him, the suspect punched the victim in the face and fled.
20...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL        PRESIDENT’S DR        090110
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle that hit a wall in the area and the bumper is on the ground. Officer located the owner. Officer initiated a report.

21...SUSPICIOUS PERSON       SWIMMING POOL       090110
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male subject who was showering in the pool area while small children were in the area. Officer was unable to locate the subject.

22...SUSPICIOUS PERSON       LOT 4               090110
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

23...DUI ARREST             BROOKSIDE RD        090210
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded, arrested the driver at 1:58 AM and transported to the county jail.

24...FIELD CHECKOUT          DAVE BRUBECK        090210
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and warned for trespassing on Stagg and Dave Brubeck.

25...AIDED STOCKTON PD       MANCHESTER AVE      090210
SPD reported a robbery suspect in the 4300 block of Manchester. Officer advised to be on the look out.

26...FIRE                   CALAVERAS RIVER      090210
Officers and SFD responded to a report of a brush fire at Pacific. Officers stood by until SFD extinguished.

27...AUTO BURGLARY          DWIGHT & DAVE BRUBECK 090210
Victim reported his vehicle burglarized and his GPS stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

28...SUSPICIOUS PERSON       PACIFIC HOUSE       090310
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male going through the dumpster. Officer made contact. Subject was interviewed and warned.

29...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL       LONG THEATER        090310
Officer responded to a report of a utility cart that hit a parked vehicle. Officer is investigating and initiated a report.
30...ALCOHOL ARREST  SCHOOL OF PHARMACY  090310

Staff requested assistance with an intoxicated female. Officers responded and arrested the subject who was transported to the county jail.

31...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL  LOT 14  090310

Officer responded to a report of a broken gate. Officer determined the gate was struck by a vehicle. Officers made special checks throughout the evening.

32...THEFT  OFF CAMPUS  090410

Victim reported his bicycle stolen from his off campus address on Northbank Ct. Officer advised and initiated a report.

33...CASUALTY  AREA NEAR LONG THEATRE  090410

Staff reported a small child having difficulties breathing. Officer and medics responded. Juvenile transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

34...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  AREA NEAR LONG THEATRE  090410

Officers responded to a report of two juveniles asking people in the area if they are want to purchase drugs. Officers contacted both juveniles who were on probation and reported no drugs on either juveniles. Both their probation officers were contacted.

35...NARCOTICS  GRACE COVELL  090410

Officer responded to a report of drug paraphernalia confiscated from one of the rooms by staff. Officer assisted.